
Probability (Equally Likely Outcomes). 

1). The following fair spinners are spun. What is the probability of landing 
on the shaded section for each spinner ? 

a) EB b) ®c). ® d). ~ e). EB 
~··~®g).® h). ~ i).@j). ® 
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3). 

4). 

Counters are placed in a box. For each of the following boxes, find the probability of a 
shaded counter being drawn out of the box at random. 

a). [;J b). ~0 0 c) . ~0 0 d). rn e). 9 
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If a fair six-sided dice is thrown, what is the probability that the score is :-
a). a 5 (five) b). an even number c). an odd number 
d). a prime number e). a square number f) . greater than 4? 

In a game you throw a coin onto a board. It will always land exactly on one square. If you 
land on a shaded square you win. Find the probability of winning on the following boards. 

a) . .---..----roo--, b) . .---..----roo--, c) . .----..----r----, e) . .---..----roo--, 

f) . .---..----roo--, h) . .----...---,-----. i). j). .---..----roo--, 

k). Which of these boards are "fair" ? 
1). Which board would you like to play on, because you would be most likely to win? 
m). Which board would you not like to play on, because you would be most likely to 

lose? 



5). Ten counters are placed in a box. The counters are labelled A, B, C, D, E, F ,G, H, I and J. 

6). 

If one counter is drawn at random from the box find the probability that it is :-

0 
I 

a). 
c) . 
e) . 

a). a vowel b). a consonant c). aD? 

1 
2 
I 

Draw the number line in your book. The number line represents 
all possible probabilities. Indicate , using arrows labelled "a" to "f" 

the probabilities for :-
throwing a HEAD on a coin; b). 
May following April ; d) . 
scoring a 1 or a 6 on a dice; f) . 

cutting a spade from a pack of cards; 
the electricity being cut off today; 
scoring 23 with one dart on a dartboard. 

7). There are 12 counters in a box. The counters are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
and 12. If one counter is drawn out at random, what is the probability that it is a counter:-

a) . with an odd number b). with an even number 
c). with a square number d). that is greater than or equal to 8 ? 

8). I have a pack of playing cards, containing 52 cards. I pick a card at random. What is the 
probability that the card I select is :-

a) . a king b). an ace c) . a diamond 
d) . a red card e). a 10 (ten) f). the queen of Spades? 

9). Writing pads are available in 4 different colours. In a pack there are 6 blue, 8 red, 14 white 
and 18 green. What is the probability when I open a new pack I randomly pick a:-

a) . blue pad b) . red pad c). white pad 
d). green pad e). yellow pad f). red or white pad? 

10). A bag contains 6 blue discs, 10 orange discs and 4 red discs. If a disc is picked at random 
what is the probability of getting :-
a). a blue disc b). an orange disc c). a blue or red disc 
d). a blue or orange disc e). not an orange disc f). a blue, orange or red disc? 

11). A small box of chocolates contains 6 hard centres, 8 soft centres and 12 chewy centres . 
What is the probability of picking :-
a). a hard centre b). a hard or soft centre c). a soft or chewy centre 
d). a hard or chewy centre e). not a soft centre f). not a soft or hard centre ? 

12). In a class of thirty pupils 8 play hockey, 10 play football, 4 play rugby and 8 go 
swimming. If a pupil is selected at random , what is the probability that the pupil will 
a). play football b). play hockey or swim c). play hockey or football 
d). not play rugby e). not swim f) . not play rugby or swim ? 

13). In a 50 pence cash bag there are ten 1 pence coins, five 2 pence coins, four 5 pence coins 
and one 10 pence coin. If a coin is drawn at random, what is the probability that the coin:-
a). is a 5p b). is a copper coin c). is not a 5p or lOp 
d). is alp or a 5p e) . is not a copper coin f). is not a 1p, 2p or 5p? 

14). A box contains 2 blue discs, 14 green discs and 4 red discs. If a disc is picked at random 
what is the probability of getting :-
a). a blue disc b). a green disc c). a blue or red disc 
d). a blue or green disc e). not a green disc f). a blue, green or red disc? 


